We show that for any fixed
Introduction
This paper is a sequel of the previous paper [3] , in which the aim was to obtain the eigenfunctions of 1-dimensional complex Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator [ dxdy (see Proposition 2.2 below). In this paper, we will firstly show thatL θ can be realized as an unbounded normal operator (see [13, p368] ) in L 2 (γ) but nonsymmetric when θ = 0. Secondly, we extend the known fact about the 1-dimensional real symmetric diffusion operator [2, 16, 17] to the complex case. Precisely stated, we present the explicit expression ofL θ in L 2 (γ) (see Theorem 4.3) and show that it is a normal diffusion operator (see Theorem 4.4). The real Hermite polynomials are defined by the formula
The following property gives the fundamental relation between the real and the complex Hermite polynomials [3, Corollary 2.8].
1 Note that H n (x) =
2 /2 in [9, 14] and
2 /2 in [3, 6] , here we use the definition in [17] . Proposition 2.3. Let z = x + iy with x, y ∈ R. Then the real and the complex Hermite polynomials satisfy that
Thus, both the class {J k,l (z) : k + l = n} and the class {H k (x)H l (y) : k + l = n} generate the same linear subspace of L 2 (γ).
3 The normality of the complex Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup
In [3] , the following complex Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process {Z t } is considered:
where
), and ζ t = B 1 (t) + iB 2 (t) is a complex Brownian motion. Solving for Z gives
Thus, the associated Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup of Eq.(3.4) has the following explicit representation, due to Kolmogorov, for each ϕ ∈ C b (R 2 ) (the space of all continuous and bounded complex-valued functions on R 2 ),
where y = y 1 + iy 2 and x, y ∈ C and we write a function ϕ(y 1 , y 2 ) of the two real variables y 1 and y 2 as ϕ(y) of the complex argument y 1 + iy 2 (i.e., we use the complex representation of R 2 in (3.6-3.7)). The change of variable formula yields the following Mehler formula [3, p584] . 
and lim
Denote the associated transition probabilities on C as P t (x, A) = P t 1 A (x) for each A ∈ B(R 2 ). Along the same line of the real case [2, 14, 17] , for each p ≥ 1, it follows from Jensen's inequality that for each ϕ ∈ C b (R 2 ),
. It follows from the B.L.T. theorem [12, p9] that {P t } t≥0 can be uniquely extended to a strong continuous contraction semigroup
Let A p be the (infinitesimal) generator, then A p is closed and D(A p ) = L p (γ) (i.e., densely defined) [10, 12] .
is an n-by-n unitary matrix over the field C. If z i , i = 1 . . . , n are independent, each being centered complex normal such that E |z i | 2 = σ 2 , then y i , i = 1 . . . , n are also independent, each being centered complex normal such that
Proof. It follows from [4, Theorem 1.1] that y i , i = 1 . . . , n are centered complex normal. In addition, we have that
Proof. Set α = e iθ . For each φ, ψ ∈ C b (R 2 ) and t ≥ 0, we have that
where (3.13) is deduced from Lemma 3.2 by taking n = 2 and
, and (3.14) is deduced from the rotation invariant of the measure γ. Therefore, the adjoint operator of
where (3.15) is deduced from the well-known fact that if Z 1 , Z 2 are two independent standard complex normal random variables, then e −ᾱt
Theorem 3.4. {T 2 t } t≥0 is a semigroup of normal operators (see [13, p382] ) in L 2 (γ) and thus the generator A 2 is a normal operator in L 2 (γ).
Proof. Since T 2 t is the closure of the contraction operator P t in L 2 (γ), it follows from (c) of Theorem VIII.1 in [12, p253] that the adjoint operator of T 2 t equals to that of P t . It follows from the density argument that (3.12) can be extended to each
Thus {T 2 t } t≥0 is a semigroup of normal operators. It follows from [13, Theorem 13 .38] that the generator A 2 is a normal operator in L 2 (γ).
The normal diffusion operators in C
The first aim of this section is to show the explicit expression of the generator A 2 .
and
and 
The second aim of this section is to show that the operator L θ defined above satisfies the following theorem, which is named as the normal diffusion operator analogous to the symmetric diffusion operator given by Stroock [2, 16, 17] .
Theorem 4.4. (normal diffusion operator)
The densely defined linear closed operator L θ defined in Proposition 4.1 is a normal diffusion operator. Namely, it satisfies that:
is a non-negative definite bilinear form on the field C.
5) (Diffusion property)If
Proofs of Theorem 4.2-4.4 are presented in Section 4.1.
Proofs of Theorems
Thus f ∈ D(L θ ). In addition, since for each m, n ≥ 0, as k → ∞,
it follows from Parseval's identity and Fatou's lemma that
Thus L θ f = g.
is the Hermite polynomial of two variables. Then it follows from Proposition 2.3 that
Together with
we deduce that
that is to say, D(L θ ) is independent to θ. In fact, the right hand side of (4.20) is exact the Sobolev weighted space H Proposition 4.6. For any 
and graph(L θ |D) is dense in graph(L θ ). 
belonging to the right hand side of (4.21) is trivial. Thus (4.21) holds.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. First, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that (4.18) holds when φ ∈ D = span {J m,n , m, n ≥ 0}.
Second, suppose that φ ∈ L 2 (γ) satisfies that the sequence a m,n = φ, H m (x)H n (y) is rapidly decreasing, then we will show that φ ∈ D(L θ ) and (4.18) is satisfied. In fact, it follows from Proposition 5.7 that the Hermite expansion φ(z) = ∞ m,n=0 a m,n H m (x)H n (y) satisfies that
where φ l = m+n≤l a m,n H m (x)H n (y). Thus,
It follows from Proposition 2.3 that m+n≤l a m,n H m (x)H n (y) = m+n≤l b m,n J m,n (z). Thus, as l → ∞, we have that in L 2 (γ), φ l → φ and
Since L θ is closed, we have that φ ∈ D(L θ ) and (4.18) is satisfied. Finally, it follows from Proposition 5.
In addition, it follows from Proposition 5.6 that the sequence B ǫ φ, H m (x)H n (y) is rapidly decreasing. Thus, as ǫ → 0, we have that in L 2 (γ), B ǫ φ → φ and
Since L θ is closed, we have that φ ∈ D(L θ ) and (4.18) is satisfied.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. First, it follows from the density argument (see Proposition 5.5) and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that the Mehler formula
. Second, using (3.4), it follows from Ito's lemma and Theorem 4.2 that for each
where to get the last equality we use the continuity of t → T
and A 2 is closed, we have that L θ ⊆ A 2 . It follows from Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 3.4 that both L θ and A 2 are normal operators. Since L θ is maximally normal (see [13, Theorem 13 .32]), we have that
Proof. The proof is similar to the real case [2, p19] 
where to get the last equality we use again the continuity of t → T 
. By the complex version of the chain rule [15, p27] , it follows from Theorem 4.2 that
Taking F (z 1 , z 2 ) = z 1 z 2 in the above equation, we have that Clearly, φ, ψ θ is a non-negative definite bilinear form on the field C. Substituting 
Appendix
To be self-contained, we list the necessary results of functions slowly increasing at infinity. Some results which can not be found in textbooks will be shown shortly here. In this section all functions will be complex-valued and defined on R n .
Definition 5.1. Denote by C ∞ c (R n ) the space of smooth and compactly supported functions on R n [1, p5] ). Denote by S(R n ) the space of C ∞ functions rapidly decreasing at infinity [1, p105] . We say that a continuous function f (x) is slowly increasing at infinity if there exists an integer k such that (1 + r 2 )
is bounded in R n with r = |x| [1, p110] . Denote by C m ↑ (R n ) the space of all functions having slowly increasing at infinity continuous partial derivatives of order ≤ m. Notation 1. Denote by γ the n-dimensional standard Gaussian measure:
Denote the density function by ρ(x) = dγ(x) dx . Lemma 5.2. Suppose that f (x) ∈ C 0 ↑ (R n ). Then A ǫ f ∈ C ∞ ↑ (R n ) (the space of C ∞ functions slowly increasing at infinity) and for any q ≥ 1 and any k ∈ N n , lim
Approximation of identity of
Proof. First, for any ǫ > 0, since α ǫ ∈ C ∞ c (R n ) ⊂ S(R n ) and f (x) ∈ C 0 ↑ (R n ) ⊂ S ′ (R n ) (tempered distributions, see Example 4 in [1, 110] ), it follows from Theorem 4.9 of [1, p133] that A ǫ f = f * α ǫ ∈ C ∞ ↑ (R n ). Second, since any polynomial P (x), x ∈ R n , is in L q (γ), we have f, A ǫ f ∈ L q (γ). Thus, A ǫ f − f= lim n→∞ Ba |A ǫ f − f | q dγ(x) where B a = {x ∈ R n , |x| ≤ a}. Finally, given σ > 0, there exists B a such that
Note that
Proof. Proposition 5.6 implies that S(R n ) ∋ f = m a m H m (x). Denote f l = u l ρ 1 2 , then it follows from the N-representation theorem for S(R n ) (see Theorem V.13 of [12, p143] ) that f l → f in S(R n ) which means that x m ∂ i (f − f l ) L 2 (dx) → 0 ∀m, i ∈ N n as l → ∞. The Lebniz's rule implies that there exists a constant c > 0 such that
Thus the desired conclusion follows.
